
Kalea - Overview
Villa Kalea is a cutting-edge villa situated on Crete’s dramatic shores, overlooking the beautiful bay of Chania. With direct

access to the sea and a spectacular outdoor pool terrace, this exclusive villa is one of the islands very best.

The architecture of the villa is akin to the most elite resorts of the island, with vast panoramic windows, a chic minimalistic

style and state of the art furnishings. Natural light is plentiful, giving each room a spacious feel, complimented b the calming

white colour scheme, interspersed with authentic stone walls. The open-plan living space is the villa’s largest room, where

sliding doors provide easy access to the sea-view pool terrace, and stylish seating lets you relax in comfort. Close by, the

dining area and kitchen provide an additional communal space, with magnificent views through the panoramic windows, and

stylish seating for dinner times. There is also an additional living room located on the top floor.

Outdoors, the villa offers a spectacular terrace, with a private infinity pool, fashionable loungers and sunbeds and plenty of

space to soak up the sun and the sea views. Remarkably, Villa Kalea is one of the few properties in the area to offer direct

access to the sea view a private pathway.

Accommodation

Ground Floor

On the ground floor, there is one bedroom, with a double bed, and an en-suite bathroom.

Top Floor

On the top floor, there are three bedrooms. Each bedroom is a master bedroom with an en-suite bathroom.

Please note: Rates for this villa are on request basis. Please contact us for availability and best prices.

Amenities
Four Bedrooms

Four Bathrooms



Wi-Fi

Audio system

Dining area

Outdoor terrace

Outdoor dining area

Private swimming pool

Parking

Direct sea access

Inclusions

Pool and Beach

Private pool

Direct sea access

Services

Cleaning

Linen and towels

Travel assistance

Concierge service

Villa Pictures






